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Your Or Shalom family wishes you a happy, healthy 2021!!

As we enter the New Year, we are also entering a new book of our Torah, the book of Exodus. I don’t know
about you, but I could use an Exodus from many of the realities of 2020. This past year has stretched us
all beyond what we thought was possible. So many of us have learned how to work remotely or have
helped our children attend school online. We have made precautions commonplace in our daily routines,
and we have found creative ways to stay in touch with those we love. Some of us have suffered greatly
from the impact of the disease that has plagued our society, and others have had to learn how to mourn
in times when we cannot hug those we yearn to hold in our arms. 

Our Exodus story from the Torah begins with a great cry from the hearts of our ancestors, who felt they
could not take their oppression anymore. It is only after their cry that God begins to intervene and set in
motion the redemption that ultimately comes. And as some rabbinic interpretations reveal, it also sets the
Israelites up to be ready to embrace the opportunity for freedom when it comes. 

Today, I’d guess that we each have a great cry in our own hearts from these times, as well. Perhaps our cry
stems from frustration or exhaustion over all the adjustments we are continually making. We might have a
cry of pain and grief and sorrow for plans we have had to let go of, for celebrations postponed, for times
unable to gather and especially for those we have lost. Whatever the cry might be in your heart, right
here, at the end of 2020, it might be the time to let that cry out. Sometimes a good cry can help us make
room for more strength and patience and hope. With vaccinations on the horizon and with better
understanding about the nature of the coronavirus, we might be ready to begin a slow, steady march
towards redemption, as well. Until we reach that day, however, we pray that our cry reminds us to do
what we can to keep one another safe and loved, so we can reach that promised land together. If you
need someone to listen to your cry, know that we are here to do so, as well! 

May 2021 be better than 2020 for us all! Wishing you a happy, healthy, hopeful new year!

FROM OUR RABBI…
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Shabbat Service Friday,
January 1 @ 7:00PM

Shabbat Morning Service Saturday, January 2 @
10:00AM

Shabbat Friday, January 8 @ 5:45PM
Shabbat Sha-Gather

7:00PM Traditional Service
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday, 

January 9  @ 10:00AM

Shabbat Service Friday, January 15 @ 7:00PM
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday, January 16

@ 10:00AM
Bat Mitzvah of Anara Katzman

Shabbat Service Friday, January 22 @ 7:00PM
with Gimmel Class

Shabbat Morning Service Saturday,  January 23
@ 10:00AM

Bar Mitzvah of Maxwell Stein

Shabbat Shira Friday, January 29 @ 8:00PM 
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday,

January 30 @ 10:00AM 

Shabbat Friday, February 5 @ 5:45PM
Shabbat Sha-Gather

7:00PM Traditional Service
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday,

February 6 @10:00AM with Dalet Class

Shabbat Service Friday, February 12 @ 6:00PM
with Kdg & 1st grade

7:00PM Traditional Service
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday 

February 13 @10:00AM
Bar Mitzvah of Jacob Senescu

Shabbat Service Friday, February 19 @ 7:00PM
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday

February 20 @10:00AM

Shabbat Service Friday, February 26 @ 7:00PM
Shabbat Morning Service Saturday

February 27 @10:00AM
Bat Mitzvah of Tessa Dubin;

Bar Mitzvah of Nathan Feldman @ 3:00PM
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JANUARY/FEBRUARY SHABBAT SERVICES

   I have spent time thinking about many things this
strange year! Recently an equation came to mind-
Challenge+Change=Strength.  There have been
many challenges to 2020 for sure. And certainly, there
were changes-some we anticipated, others we did not. 
 As we have come to the end of the year, I realize that
each of these changes or challenges has made me
stronger in some way; I suspect the same is true for
many of you. 
   Rabbi Ari has recently been talking about resilience. I
recently read that resilience has 5 components: self-
awareness, mindfulness, self-care, positive
relationships, and purpose. It is about being able to
come back from stress and challenges, and to figure
out a way to be our best while going through it. So, I am
going to spend some time thinking about how the
changes and challenges of 2020 have impacted Or
Shalom -what are the things we did well that we should
keep doing and, equally as important, what are the
things we can let go of that did not serve. 
   My hope for 2021 is that I can turn to the 5
components of resilience and help Or Shalom build a
2021  with a focus on positive relationships and
purpose and help us become an even stronger
community.
   Wishing you and yours a Happy and Healthy 2021.
Lora
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Laura S. Goodman
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   Recently we celebrated Hanukkah and the miracle of

light. We remembered the oil that lasted 8 nights, or as

recent memes illustrated –an uncharged cell phone that

kept power for 8 nights. At the same time, we also

watched the first Covid-19 vaccines being administered

to front-line healthcare workers, which also is a ray of

light and hope.

   As we say good-bye to 2020 (and many are eager to

push it into the past), it is a good time to reflect on some

of the blessings that glistened through the often-difficult

times. Many of us got reacquainted with the joy of

cooking, shared special time with our furry family

members, and had the opportunity to stop and smell the

roses more often. Puzzles and board games were selling

off the shelves (or Amazon trucks, in this case) as many

families spent time together just being families. Those of

us that thought our nests were empty had the blessing of

having our young adult children back home as colleges

were shut down and internships were canceled. much to

the surprise of many, some of the more mature members

of our families learned how to use technology to be able

to Zoom with us.

   And our Or Shalom clergy, staff, and congregation

personified the terms “resilience” and “community”. Our

ancestors have shown resilience over thousands of

years, and maybe future generations will look back at

2020 as an historically prominent time and be inspired

by the way that, worldwide, we all have continued to

live, work, and share during the pandemic. But I want to

focus not on the entire world, but on Or Shalom. And

instead of thousands of years, I’m looking back 6-9

months and I’m very proud to be part of our Or Shalom

community. Safety will always be a priority for all that

we do, but we have all pivoted in creative ways to feel

close while physically apart. We have prioritized

supporting those in need and have used technology to

share services, celebrate B’nai Mitzvot, and hold

engaging religious school classes. (continued)
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   This new year of 2021 is a beacon of

hope for mass vaccinations and the end

of this pandemic. But there is a part of

me that wants to maintain the blessings

of this time into the better times. I hope

we all continue to support each other, do

puzzles, cook, and do whatever else

brings happiness for each of us, even

when our lives go back to “normal”. I

believe that we are all entering a “new

normal”, with appreciation for a new

understanding of our own passions and

priorities.I wish all of you a happy and,

especially, health new year.

L’Shalom,

Laura
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news from
the school

Marcia Cohen, 
Education Director
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Upcoming Special Programs:

Shabbat Sha-Gather (page 17)
Friday, January 8 @5:45-6:45pm

6th grade B'nai Mitzvah Workshop
Sunday, January 10 @10:30am-12:00pm

Gimmel (5th grade) Shabbat
Friday, January 22 @6:00pm

Shabbat Sha-Gather
Friday, February 5 @5:45-6:45pm

Kdg/1st grade Shabbat
Friday, February 12 @6:00pm 

Purim Spiel & Carnival (page 8)
Sunday, February 28 during religious school

Our Confirmation students from the 2019-20 school year (5780) led Shabbat services and
received their blessing from Rabbi Ari during Chanukah 2020. Despite the disappointment of

not being together in person for their Confirmation Ceremony last spring, each of these
students has continued on with their Jewish Journey in a meaningful and affirmative way. We

are so proud of these students and their resilience to weather the pandemic, while remaining
connected to Or Shalom through participation in Post-Confirmation class, Torah reading, Jew

Crew, Mitzvah projects, or serving as madrichim in the Religious school.

(top row: Eliana Bernat, Josh Bernstein, Isaac Fuksman, Ethan Lotnick, Brandon Newman; 
bottom row: Jacob Pinder, Hailey Rootberg, Sophia Rose, Matthew Senescu)
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Ethan Lotnick’s Jewish Journey:
  My Jewish journey at Or Shalom began in 2015 which happened to be the same year that Rabbi Ari became the new Rabbi at Or Shalom. I
was somewhat familiar with Jewish customs and prayers before I started at Or Shalom, but it wasn’t until I began Hebrew school that I
realized that I had a lot to learn. I was nervous and didn’t know what to expect.  Education Director, Marcia Cohen and my teacher, Mrs.
Ceisel, put me at ease. We learned not only how to read Hebrew, but also Jewish rituals.  
  I really enjoyed Sunday Family School and loved learning Jewish geography.  We even learned how to build a sukkah and I refined my gaga
ball skills!
  A major milestone in my Jewish life was when I became a Bar Mitzvah. I stood in front of the Torah and the congregation thinking about
how our faith has tied us together over the centuries.
  In recent years I became a member of the Jew Crew Youth Group. In Jew Crew I met other kids around my age and enjoy hanging out
together.  I have made several friends which hopefully will turn into long lasting relationships.  We have gone on several fun field trips.
Unfortunately due to the pandemic our meetings have been virtual.
  In 2018 my Grandfather Chuck passed away. It was a very painful time for my family.  It was comforting for me that Rabbi Ari was able to be
there to officiate at the funeral.  I went with my Dad to Friday night services during our time of mourning.  We were surrounded with
emotional support from Rabbi Ari and the Congregation. This helped us greatly in handling our emotional pain.
  Now we come to the pandemic. Since we haven’t been able to be with each other in class we have zoom meetings. We had High Holiday
services on the computer which allowed my grandmother Hannah to partake in the services. We even received calls from some members of
the Congregation doing a well-being check.
  When I think about my Jewish Journey I realize all my experiences had a common theme: A sense of community. According to the Merriam-
Webster dictionary one of the definitions of Congregation is “the act or an instance of bringing together.”  My journey consists of knowing I
have the support of an entire community. 

Jacob Pinder’s Reflections on his Jewish Journey:
  This year and throughout my Jewish education I have had time for reflection. Today I am going to tell you the biggest take always from this.
First, you must find light in the dark. As we celebrate the holiday of Chanukah we remember the miracle of the oil that lasted 8 days in the
Temple that was in ruins. As we light another candle each night, we bring more light into longer nights. Martin Luther King once said, “Only in
the darkness can you see the stars.” Each and every healthcare worker, poll worker, delivery employees, the list goes on and on, they are the
stars that shine brighter each and every day.
  Second, you must be resilient. This can be exceedingly difficult. Always remember life is a series of challenges and problems we must figure
out and overcome. Quitting is an option, but it is the worst choice one could make. Failure is solely a test. People won’t care about the failure if
you overcome it. Quitting is what people will remember if you quit. But resilience is what people will remember when you overcome failure. If
someone has said they have never failed, they are a liar. Even the greatest fail or have been challenged. Did you know that Abraham Lincoln
lost 8 elections before becoming president? Michael Jordan missed more than 9,000 shots in his career. J.K. Rowling was rejected by 12 major
publishers. Oprah Winfrey was a victim of abuse and was nearly homeless. Thomas Edison failed over 10,000 experiments. Einstein failed out
of school and Beyonce lost her first audition. We know these people as household names. They never gave up. And there are so many more.
Winston Churchill said, “Success is walking from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm.” 
  To bring these two points together, make a positive impact. When you are the person that gets up off the canvas and does the right thing,
you grow your influence. And when your influence grows so does your impact. You technically die twice. Once when you take your last breath
and the second is the last time someone remembers you. My family escaped Eastern Europe during the Holocaust looking to escape hate and
looking for a stable job. It was not easy, but they never gave up. Sadly, some of them didn’t make it out in time. Their memories are forever
with us. Never forget that wisdom comes from the most unlikely sources. During this trying time, the wisdom of other is what is keeping us
form falling even further. We have also seen how a single act from a single person can change the world. 
  During Chanukah let’s bring in more light. Anne Frank wrote, “Notice how a single candle can defy or define the darkness.” My great
Grandmother lived to be 103 years old and proved that a simple small-town cook could leave a legacy. She was also an unlikely source of
wisdom. She believed in making a positive impact. “Show up early, be kind, don’t judge, be honest, and be ready for the challenges that lie
ahead.” She wasn’t concerned about how long she lived; she was concerned about how she lived. “If you’re going to live, leave a legacy. Make a
mark on the world that can’t be erased.”  Maya Angelou



8th Grade Sunday Morning Holocaust Museum Class
   My name is Eden Block and I participate in the 8th grade Holocaust Class on Sunday mornings in
addition to being on the Illinois Holocaust Museum’s Teen Board. During the Holocaust Class, I
have gotten the opportunity to learn and hear survival stories from Museum docent, (and Or
Shalom congregant) Mort Blieberg, and watch virtual tours from the Museum. Mort Blieberg has
shared stories about children during the Holocaust, which my classmates and I could relate to,
and we’ve been part of tours where we learned about Ghettos, children, concentration camps,
and many other topics that sparked interesting and engaging discussions. 
   Through the Holocaust Museum’s Teen Board, I have gotten to hear from survivors who have
shared their in-depth stories and experiences. One story we heard was about a woman who was
in a concentration camp with her mother and her sister. The three stuck together, and were
unsure whether their line was leading to the gas chamber or forced labor, but stayed together no
matter what. The Teen Board is made up of 8th-12th graders throughout Illinois and through the
program we hope to become teen docents at the museum and participate in events once the
museum re-opens post-pandemic. I joined this new 8th grade class this year because the subject
of the class provided a unique experience I knew I wasn’t going to be able to get anywhere else,
with other teens who also wanted in-depth learning about the Holocaust.

8th Grade Tuesday Night Class
Our Tuesday night 8th grade class lit the chanukiyah and sang the blessings together on Zoom during their

Chanukah class session.  They made doughnut holes that everyone tasted and enjoyed! A few pictures of our
classmates enjoying the doughnuts before they were devoured are shared below. The class reviewed the

Chanukah story and played a Chanukah Kahoot game.

Club Or Shalom & JYG 
We have been back in the swing of things with

our junior youth groups. We are running
monthly events, led by our Education

Coordinator, Michael Schneider. Last month
over 20 students from each group got together
on Zoom to make Chanukah chocolates - yum!
Coming up to start 2021 we have game nights,
escape rooms, and a Chocolate Seder! Check

out page 12 for more info.
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WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR B’NAI MITZVAH
STUDENTS’ MITZVAH PROJECTS!

Anara  Katzman: For my mitzvah project, I donated packaged meals to the residents of Lake County PADS. We donated 135
meals in total for those who needed them. We used the money that was supposed to be going towards catering at my mitzvah
party to buy food for the residents instead. We picked them up from the restaurant and dropped the meals off in three hotels
around Lake County that the residents are staying in during the pandemic. I wanted to help those without food and those who
have been hit hardest by the pandemic. 
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Tessa Dubin: I am so excited about my upcoming bat mitzvah!  I have been attending Beber Camp for the last four years, and I
made the most awesome friend there.  She is a regular participant in Friendship Circle activities, and I decided to spend some
time there volunteering my time.  Because of COVID, I have been unable to really spend time with the Friendship Circle cause
and recipients.  I hope to do so this coming summer.I will be volunteering for the Walk4Friendship.  This is an annual event which
raises money for children with disabilities.  Friends can help the children by walking with them, cheering them on, making cotton
candy and blowing bubbles.
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The Or Shalom response to PADS X-Mas in the time of COVID was overwhelming.
Food donations—turkeys, mashed potatoes, green bean casseroles, desserts,
beverages—amounted to 50 meals and abundant leftovers for PADS guests at 2
area motels. Donations of socks, underwear, and sweatpants—critical items for
those in need of PADS services—overflowed our donation bin and taxed the
motels’ ability to distribute them all fast enough. And the $2,502 in donations for
gift cards—yes, you read that right—filled not only immediate needs for food, toys,
and other essentials, but also will continue filling PADS guest needs as they arise
throughout the winter.  

As we wrote to our many and invaluable volunteers that night after everything was
done, “When we do things like this, we restore an underlying sense that there is
good in the world, that humanity has a strength that can support some of us
through our toughest stretches, that there is hope that this will all somehow turn
out okay.” Thank you, Or Shalom, for being that source of goodness, strength, and
hope.

PADS X-Mas 2020
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Club Or Shalom: 4th & 5th Graders

JYG: 6th - 8th Graders
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Jew Crew: 9th-12th Graders
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Articulate the life value statement of Or Shalom - beyond the Bar/Bat Mitzvah experience
Understand that communication must be individualized – one size does not fit all
Offer transparency to enable a fuller comprehension of the revenue/expense balance that enables Or Shalom to
thrive
Develop effective communication to the surrounding communities in an effort to promote the Mutual
Commitment Model

Promote engagement, transparency, and inclusivity.
Develop a mutual understanding of the financial resources required to sustain Or Shalom.
Balance the needs of our members and their ability to contribute with the financial needs of our synagogue.
Empower congregants to decide their commitment level to the synagogue

The Mutual Commitment Model – A deeper dive into the evolving membership structure at Or Shalom

   Please allow me to introduce myself to those with whom I have yet to meet. My wife Kirsten and I moved to Vernon
Hills almost 20 years ago. Along with our children, we have made Or Shalom the center of our Jewish life. In addition
to being a past co-chair of the Legacy of Light Capital Campaign with Denise Kaplan, I serve as Treasurer on the Or
Shalom Executive Board and Board of Trustees. My passion to sustain and strengthen the presence of our
synagogue within the community emanates from the teachings of my parents whose names are memorialized within
our sanctuary. My parents, Fred and Nelida Bernheim, were holocaust survivors who fled to this country with hopes
for a better life. I am the first born to my family in the U.S. and take my heritage to heart.
   This past year at Or Shalom we responded to the impact of the pandemic by shifting our membership dues
requirement to allow whatever contribution our members were able to give. Terumah, the gifts of your heart,
allowed us to continue operating and offering programming this year. We have heard from members that believe
that the new dues structure was a response to the pandemic. In truth, we were walking down the path toward a new
mutual commitment model long before the pandemic began.
   In a perfect scenario, we would have had time to conduct a full series of focus groups and town hall discussions
with membership prior to roll-out of our new Mutual Commitment Model, but the events of 2020 did not afford that
opportunity. In the last 6 months we moved from fixed dues and while this new model has been welcomed by the
community (we budgeted for a 20% membership revenue reduction this year as opposed to a 10% actual) , we have
a ways to go in our efforts to invite feedback from the Or Shalom community.
   Our primary means of communicating with the families of Or Shalom has been through a series of Zoom focus
group discussions. For those of you who have already participated in a focus group – we thank you! For those who
have yet to participate, we look forward to hearing your thoughts. It is our hope that through focus group
discussions, we will gather the questions that will enable us to assist members to gain understanding and make
informed decisions. To date we have spoken with roughly 17% of Or Shalom membership and the feedback that we
have received contains common threads such as:

   Ensure that we are addressing the economic needs of our diverse congregation- singles, young families with and
without school age children, retirees, seniors and multi-faith households

   It is encouraging for us to receive this type of feedback as it connects us back to several of the goals set forth in
concert with the Mutual Commitment Model.

    In summary, we plan to invite 100% of the Or Shalom community to our focus group series. As a result, we are
confident that with each of your input we will be able to further develop a solution that addresses the needs of all Or
Shalom families.

Joel Bernheim, Treasurer
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Joel & Randy Finfer 

Randy and I look forward to once again surrounding
ourselves with everyone in the world that matters to

us most and wish the same for the entire
congregation.

Welcome to 
new Or Shalom Members
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Two events you won't want
to miss!

Birthdays
Sadie Barnes
Daniel Berke
Hunter Blumenfeld
Chloe Coleman
Mia Feldman
Eli Freedman
Ian Grady
Hannah Greenfield
Brandon Grunfeld
Hudson Hoffman
Frida Isakovan
 
 
  

Steely Jeffs
Anara Katzman
Olivia Lenhoff
Ryan Meeske
Gavin Miller
Eva Monk
Evan Polen
Ethan Ramsay
Talia Rosenblum
Zachary Schatz
Seth Solovy

Jessie Barnes 
Joshua Berke
Sarina Davis
Ryan Dorf
Jori Ellen
Nathan Feldman
Braedyn Friedman
Maya Greenfield
Kayla Levy
Milo Magnifico

FEBRUARYJANUARY
Zachary Miller 
Adeline Mittelman
Griffin Nichols
Rachel Schatz
Hannah Schwartz
Sasha Steinhaus
Avi Steinhaus
Melissa Strelitz 
Molly Truding
Matthew Wilcox
Max Williams

Hannah Solovy
Maxwell Stein
Jordan VanOven
Charlie Williams
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Michael David Miller
Mae G. Oppenheim
Jerry Silverberg
Florence Gottfried
Suzie Cohen
Shirlee Dinell
Lawrence Greenstein
Philip Levine
Gertrude Rabin
Eva Seidenberg
Rose Sherman
Fred Bernheim
Hyman Greenbaum
Sarah Schultz
Trude Wise
Sylvia Huttas
Bob Meeske
Patricia Velgos
Elaine Goldberg
David Konstat
Stanley Rosen
Mae Stein
Morris Bierman

Robin McCoskey
Irving Rosenstock
Harriet Saretsky
Richard Katz
Sylvia Rosenblum Rich
Minnie Semer
Robert Gluckman
Roberta Schwartz
Raymond Berg
Cerna Cornis
Ralph Gallay
Jerry Loebman
Eugene Dechter
Mildred Lambert
Barry Pass
Donald Cohn
Jerome I. Ellen
Harold Rozansky

At Shabbat, we remember our loved ones
January 15January 8January 1 January 22

Irwin Boxer
Trude Wise
Samuel Edison
Roy Lurie
Morris Moskovitz
Sherman Rootberg
Sheldon Schrieber
Fred Drucker
Steve Doroff
Dora Feldman
Ernest Lowy
Jay Werber
Barry Brick
Ryan Alexandre Briere
Edgar Graham
Alice Keide
Margaret Lerfelt
Maynard Louis
Nathan Pevsner
John Steinheiser
Helen Chase
Ethel Hartstein
Shainey Lipke
Sander Sloan
David Kading
Sheldon Pevsner

Marcy Kind
Marshall Schrieber
William J. DeHoff
Sam Hencel
Roberta Levitt
Harriet Shandling
Olga Haring
Esther Kabak
Ruth Nussbaum
Jerry Sherman
Howard Duberstein
Harris Kruger
Bess Levenfeld
J. C. Lome
George Rudolfsky
Andrea Bartlett
Andy Holte
Betty Reifman
Joseph Feldman
Lawrence Mann
Richard Maya Romanoff
Morris Leitman
Rebecca Moscovitz
David Plotnick
Philip Reifman
Thomas Schwartz
Jean Stiefel
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February 5

At Shabbat, we remember our loved ones
February 12 February 19 February 26

Irving Bergman
Selma Greengard
Robert Wojtas
Marlene Zukerman
Alvin Bernstein
Morris Ferdman
David Katz
Isadore Zverow
William Gordon
Beatrice Segal
Evelyn Goldman
Helen Levin
Margaret Longoria
Jerry Fell
Joel Helfer
Alvin Holzer
Bernard Levine
Bertha Ruttenberg
Robert Fine
Sidney D. Hirsch
Jeanette Nisenholz

Donald Ennis
Murray Freeland
Daniel Friedenreich
Beatrice Frifield
Geri Getlin
Harry Kirshenbaum
Ben Kohn
Sidney Kritzler
Cheryl Larson
Bernard Levitan
Beatrice Lichter
Howard Weisman
B.G. Wharton 
Seymour Cy Brenner 
Audrey Krawetz
Sally Mason
Ethel Neiberg
Joy Sadin
Leonard Slavin
Albert Solomon
Elizabeth Sommer
Nadine Zurmuhlen
Abraham Cohen
Earl J. Goldberg
Paul Gordon
Fanny Greenbaum
Cecilia Grossman
Lillian Minsky
Morton Minsky
Sara Stein
Alexander Steinhaus
Lawrence Elegant
Abraham Ellis
Helen Bergman
Gertrude Berwin
Sylvia Block
Eugene Bookman
Elizabeth Mishkovsky
Judith Schrieber
Norman Borger
Esther Edelman 
Michael Minnen 
Bernice Rothschild
Melvin Sigman
Sheldon Sperling
Sara Unger
Gina Alterson
Sam Byzek
Betty Goldman
Joel Goldstein
Ilene Marks

Ronald Finkle
Joe Masaracchia
Shirley Pittleman
Louis Shapiro
Louis Weinstein
Harvey Wexler
Leon Gold
Esther Horberg
Lorna Jacobson
Robert Sacks
Edna B. Sylvan
Rose Applebaum
Manny Colodny
Roseann Epner
Ruth Goldberg
Ethyl Lome
Joseph Rosen
Jack Rubin
Beatrice Finkle
Rosemary Fleig
Stanford Goldstein
Howard Schnair
Ania Zygman
Barry Gallas
Henry Homer
Alvin Kishner
William Romanoff
Karen Wolf
Clarence Daugherity
Sally Friedman
Celia Kaplan
Harry Silverberg
Kim Bresler-Livingston
Joseph Henriques
Ruth Katz
Frederic Lorsch
Russell Rauscher
Ann Rudolfsky
Theodore Vanderwerff

Henriette Hennie Ehrenberg  
Eva Katz Feldman
Sarah Hultmark
Myron Lown
Gerald Rosenstein
Fred Tatel
Howard Alterson
Paul Cramer
Marvin Hauser
Ben Katz
Sherwin Madnick
Barry Roth
Rose H. Roth
Richard Ackerman
Goldie Cohen
Evelyn Grauer
Leo Greenberg
Richard Jaffe
Barbara P. Madnick
Mollye Friend
Evan Leinstock
Nathan Levitan
Irving Livingston
Leah Sutz
Samuel Friedman
Jules Fred Janowitz
Chiel Schwartz
Sol Weisman 
Jacob Applebaum
Glenda Daugherity
Meyer Katz
Jennie Lasky
Albert Learner
Ruth Paley
Helen Turk
Frances Wheat
Bernie Balter
Jack Bate
Ethel Cohen
Sherman Margolis
Milton Putlack
Harvey Stein
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Lily Brill
Schlomo Brill
Milton Brown
Diane Stickler
Joseph Grossman
Harry Berman
Leo Hornstein
David Lewis
Irving Melcer
Edith Toby Swartz
Jeffrey Dunn
Delores Shapiro
Richard Tessarolo
Ben Wirklich
Lila Pine
Susan Powder
Robin Seidenberg
Ben Yaffee
Joel Goldstein
Sandra Rose
Gerald Shriberg

January 29
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Joshua & Robyn Ackerman
Ellyn & Kevin Adkisson
Richard & Eileen Aronoff
Jerrold & Terri Behn
Morton & Irene Blieberg
Wiliam & Elenor Blustein
Jessica & Stephen Ceisel
Richard & Jodi Clute
Jesse & Marcia Cohen
Charles & Debra Colodny
Jen & Emily Daniels-Lake
Larry Davis & Barbara
  Rappaport
Matthew & Deborah Dubin
Scott & Wendy Elman
Marc and Marci Epner
Lawrence & Judy Feldman
Eunice & Howard Finkle
Marcey Friedman
Alex & Donna Gaidamak
Lawrence & Harriet Gallas
Martin & Cathy Glickman
Jay & Susan Goldberg
Jerry & Wendy Goldstein
Mark Goldstein
Bruce & Vickie Gorlick
Ellen Grabow
William & Barbara
  Greenfield
Jon & Elise Hauptman
Lynn Levy & Alex Hauser
Gail Heckmyer
Susan & Scott Holzer
Denise Kaplan
Joanne Kruger
Andrea Landsman
Steve & Jolene Lasaine
Cheri Greenspan Laser

Jeff & Amy Leibach
Richard & Betty Levenfeld
Steve & Jennifer Leventhal
Michelle & Andy Levine
Frank & Holli Levine
James & Catherine Marks
Allen & Susan Roberts
Harvey & Marilyn Mines
Mark & Nancy Newburger
Stephen & Patricia Nisenholz
Irene & Arthur Noparstak
Marshall & Sharon Norris
Bernard & Renee Oppenheim
Jay & Ilene Paul
Alan & Ruth Pearlman
Sharon & Marc Pechter
Mark Plotnick & Hope Freeland
Scott & Wesley Polen
Andrew & Taunya Reback
Neil & Barbara Reisman
Yael & Sallie Rootberg
Marc & Barbara Rosenstock
Susanne & John Rousseau
Stuart & Andrea Ship
Arthur & Marjorie Shriberg
Judith Sidell
Walter Cupkovic & Sheri Simon
Barry & Wendy Smith
Ricardo & Rachel Trachtman
Deborah & Joshua Trob
Nancy & Mitch Trudell
Stephen & Faye Wasserman
Frederick & Elaine Weil
Don & Barbara Zabelin
Bret & Amy Zacher Zacher
Lora Zygman

CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND   
 in appreciation of Laurie Akers' amazing voice and support by

The Michaels Family
GENERAL FUND   

 in appreciation of Or Shalom's High Holiday services by Jeff &
Julie Fisher

 in memory of Thelma Janowitz by Rosalie Kaufman & the Kaufman
Family

LIBRARY FUND   
 in honor of Barbara Susman by Joel Skinner

  the birth of Chuck & Deb Colodny's grandson by Karen & Larry
Kaplan

  Chuck & Deb Colodny's new grandson, Simon by Wendy and
Jerry Goldstein

MUSIC FUND   
 in memory of Thelma Janowitz by Howard & Eunice Finkle

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND   
 in appreciation of Rabbi Margolis by Margie & Art Shriberg

  Rabbi Margolis by The Michaels Family
 in honor of Dara April's Bat Mitzvah by Terri and Jerry Behn

  Rabbi Margolis by Carol Goldberg
 in memory of my mother, Mary Singer Tuteur's yahrzeit by

Brandon and Marli April
  Estelle Drucker by Karen & Larry Kaplan

  the yahrzeits of Kim Endlich, Bella Sklar & Benjamin Sklar by
Nan Saretsky

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND   
 in memory of Thelma Janowitz by Marshall & Sharon Norris

  Thelma Janowitz by Frank Wise & Marla Sheade
  Esther Blieberg by Morton Blieberg
STEPHEN MCNULTY YOUTH FUND   

 in honor of the birth of Chuck & Deb Colodny's grandson by Bill
and Susan McNulty

 in memory of Marvin Sherman by Judy & Leon Stein

CONTRIBUTIONS
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High Holiday Pledges



MEMORIAL PLAQUES 
The purchase of a Memorial
Plaque is a special way to
permanently remember a
departed loved one.
For a $500 donation, an
engraved plaque will be added
to the memorial board in the
sanctuary.  This can be done 
at any time, but it is an
especially meaningful way to
commemorate a yahrzeit
(anniversary of the date of
death). If you would like to make
arrangements to purchase a
plaque, please call the Temple
office at (847) 362-1948.

TREE OF LIFE
The purchase of a leaf on the
Tree of Life is a special way to
commemorate a family
simcha such as a new birth, a
wedding, special anniversary,
Bar/Bat Mitzvah or any other
special event. For a minimum
donation of $250.00, an
engraved leaf will be added to
our Tree of Life. For a minimum
donation of $1,000, a stone will
be placed at the bottom of the
Tree of Life and can be
inscribed in honor of a family
member for any occasion.
Please call the Temple office at
(847) 362-1948 to arrange to
purchase a leaf or stone.

Or Shalom has a variety of funds to mark special occasions; commemorate life-cycle events; or to
show appreciation for acts of kindness. These funds are used to support major extra-budget
educational, religious and social action programs. Please mail donations to the Temple office,
designating the specific fund and the acknowledgement information.

MAKE A DONATION
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FLORENCE & ARTHUR BOGEAUS YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to provide Jewish educational experiences
for children and teenagers.
CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 
Donations to the fund will be used to support special musical activities at the
discretion of the Cantor.
CARING COMMITTEE FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to help defray costs of providing items of
comfort in times of illness, surgery or loss.
LEGACY OF LIGHT FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to pay down the principal on our mortgage.
LEVENFELD/KRITZLER ADULT EDUCATION FUND 
Donations are used to fund adult education events including scholar in
residence.
LIBRARY FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to improve our library resources and provide
literary experiences.
MUSIC FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to help defray costs of new music, instruments
and equipment.  Additionally, this fund will sponsor special music programs.
STEPHEN MCNULTY YOUTH FUND 
Donations to this fund honor the memory of a beloved young person from Or
Shalom and are used to fund major programming and equipment expenses for
the Temple’s youth programs.
PRAYER BOOK FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to purchase our Reform prayer book, Mishkan
T’filah.
RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to make scholarships available when needed, to
help support special activities and to give to worthy causes at the Rabbi’s
discretion.
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund are used to allow all of our children to benefit equally
from our educational program by giving scholarships to deserving students.
ZENA SINGER RETREAT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Donations to this fund will be used to provide scholarships to individuals and
families to allow all to benefit from our annual retreat.



21 Hawthorn Parkway • Vernon Hills, IL 60061
847-362-1948
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Laura Goodman, President
Jeremy Seaver, Executive Vice President
Jerome Goldstein, Vice President - Finance
Dale Truding, Vice President - Education
Joel Bernheim, Treasurer
Amy Haith, Secretary
 
 

Jeri Atleson
Adele Ennis
Pia Gordon
John Katz-Mariani
Eric Katzman
Jeff Kruger
Karl Larson
Steve Leventhal
Lindsay Levine
Michelle Levine

Lynn Levy
Bill McNulty
Amy Meeske
Nicole Miller
Evan Rullman
Charlie Silverberg
Farrah Silverberg
Joel Skinner
Randy Sylvan

Members at LargeExecutive Board 

Congregation Or Shalom Clergy & Staff
Rabbi Ari Margolis
Cantorial Soloist Laurie Akers

Lora Zygman, Executive Director
Marcia Cohen, Education Director
Jen Daniels-Lake, Director of Engagement & Clergy Relations
Lauri Holmes, Director of Financial Services

Steffi Friedman, Temple Office Administrator
Michael J. Schneider, Education Coordinator

Congregation Or Shalom welcomes all who embrace Judaism and want to explore opportunities for
meaningful spiritual, cultural and social engagement. 

Through shared experiences, Congregation Or Shalom fosters lasting relationships that connect us
as an extended family.

We are an inclusive and diverse community that respects individual expressions of 
belief and practice. 

Interfaith families are warmly welcomed. Together, we continually discover how Judaism enriches
our lives and helps us make the world a better place. 
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